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RESPONSES
Excellent
I am able to learn many things in online mode
I think the learning graph is growing fast
Lots of online guest lecture that give different perspective
Nothing, everything will be accepted
Sometimes external member barge to our academic sessions are create trouble, they should not be
allowed
Video recordings should be standard practice
Fair
All good
Examinations should be conducted offline
I am scared of camera
If I learn online, why should I pay heavy fees?
In some areas network is not good in that area students face a lot of issues ..in the place of online
classes put some skill development sessions so that everyone will be benefited ..
It was average and please keep only 2 or 3 hr class a day it's very difficult to get range and it's not
productive also if it's more than 3hr
It's better be offline videos
Laptop is slow to respond, I don’t know how to cope up
Learning is difficult in online environment
Offline class system was better
Sometimes it’s too much of classes
The student should be provided videos recording rather than the youtube videos played in class.
There should not be too many classes because sitting in front of laptop for longer periods of time
make us feel dizzy and we can’t concentrate properly.
Was not up to the mark
Good
able to learn more
Assignments should be less
Classes are interesting but we have huge pressure at home, so please avoid assignments
Few sessions are little exhaustive. 2 sessions alone can be scheduled in a day, considering the data
availability. It's little distracting to prepare for exams from home, due to various factors.
Good, but should be a bit slow while teaching.
I don't believe this is happening to us, world moves in digits
I know teachers are working hard too
I think this is the future
If faculties share videos we can watch later also
It is tough at times to attend classes online as space is limited
Its good but I miss classroom interaction
Its good learning but data limitations are also there
Its not as effective learning as we get in normal classes.
Its too early to say anything now
None
Nothing, everything is fine

Please conduct non-academic sessions too
Sometimes my house is in mess that affects online learning
Poor
Don’t have signal mam
I am loosing scope and interest to concentrate because of network issues. It is not suggestion it's my
problem
I don’t get connectivity most of the time
I am requesting on the behalf of our entire batch at least schedule next term classes by offline mode
whenever its possible because students are not able to get subject properly through this online
classes this is just a humble request
It feels difficult to put questions online
Make it short and clear and avoid exams
People who are teaching offline. They don't have online teaching skills. Better to learn how efficiently
teach online
Please conduct classes on youtube so that it acts as a reference too.
Please stop this online classes everyone out there were enjoying where as we ending up our day by
listening to classes
sessions should be made more interesting
YouTube classes are more better than our online classes
Very Good
connectivity is a issue however its good way of learning
courses like JMP and online courses are good way of learning
Hope to have clear videos also
I am able to finish many online free courses suggested by teachers
I should spend more on technology
learning is faster and clearer
Lots of videos add to learning
Some of the contents discussed online is very informative
Technology is driving me crazy
There should be online competitions
Grand Total: 59
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Analysis Stage 1 (Graphs 1):
1. 45% students found online activities good to excellent.
2. For 22% students, online teaching experience has been fair.
3. 20% students’ response wrote this experience a poor one.
Analysis Stage 2 (Table 1):
1. The good experience of learning was due to the fact that there were more learning
opportunities for students online.
2. The intercation beyond college faculty in the form of guest lecture and webinars gave them
perspective which was encouraging.
Analysis Stage 3 (Graph 2 &3):
1. The response for poor online experience was based on specific reasones.
2. Connectivity Issue, Faculty Online Skills, Long Hours, Online Platform Related, Student Online
Skills are reasons behind the poor experience.
3. Conectivity Issue were wer responsible in 25% cases.
4. Faculty Online Skill has been attributed in another 25% cases.
5. In 16% Poor experience Long hours are to be blamed.
6. Online platform were reponsible in 17% cases.
7. Student online skill was responsible in 17% cases.
Graph 2: Poor response Categories
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Schdule next term classes by offline mode

It feels difficult to put questions online

Please conduct classes on youtube so that it acts as a reference
too.

Please conduct classes on youtube

Please stop this online classes everyone out there were enjoying
where as we ending up our day by listening to classes

Make it short and clear and avoid exams

YouTube classes are more better than our online classes

sessions should be made more interesting

People who are teaching offline . They don't have online
teaching skills . Better to learn how efficiently teache in online

Loosing scope and interest to concentrate because of network
issues .

I dont get connectivity most of the time

Dont have signal mam

Graph 3: Poor response statements
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